
K500

Operatore
Operateur
Operator

Torantrieb
Operador

Alimentazione
Alimentation

Power Supply
Stromspannung

Alimentacion

Spinta max
Poussée maxi

Max Thrust
Max Schubkraft

Max Empuje

codice
code
code
code

codigo

K500 230V 50/60Hz N 400 AA33694

Con quadro
Avec coffret

With control board
Mit Steuerung

Con panel electronico

Peso max cancello
Poids maxi portail
Max gate weight
Max Torgewicht
Peso máx verja

500 kg / 1103 lbs

K500 230V 50/60Hz N 400 AA33695K2007 500 kg / 1103 lbs

K500 230V 50/60Hz N 400 AA33753WK2007 Wi-Fi 500 kg / 1103 lbs

K500 120V 60Hz N 400 AA33693500 kg / 1103 lbs

K500 120V 60Hz N 400 AA33696K2007 500 kg / 1103 lbs






SYSTEM LAY-OUT

 1  - K500 operating device
 2  - External photocells
 3  - Rack of Module 4
 4  - Key selector
 5  - Radio antenna
 6  - Blinker
 7  - Limit switch plate (cams)
 8  - Mechanical strip
 9  - Pneumatic strip or Fotocosta
 10  - Internal Photocells
 11  - Photocell columns
 12  - Mechanical stops

TECHNICAL FEATURES

Irreversible operating devices for sliding gates with a maximum 
weight of 500 kg / 4900 lbs.  
The irreversibility of this operating device allows you to avoid using any 
electric lock for an effective closing of the gate. The motor is protected 
by an heat probe, that temporary interrupts the operating cycle in case 
of prolonged use.
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TECHNICAL
DATA

Max. leaf weight

Rack

EEC Power supply 230V

Torque

Motor capacity

Power absorbed

Capacitor

EEC Power supply 120V

Torque

Motor capacity

Power absorbed

Capacitor

Normative cycles 230V/50

Normative cycles 220V/60

Normative cycles 120V

Service

Grease

Weight of electroreducer

Noise

Working temperature

Protection

kg

N/m

N

W

A
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N

W
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n°
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°C

IPMeasurements in mm/inch






 INSTALLATION K500

CHECKING BEFORE THE INSTALLATION

!! THE GATE SHALL MOVE FRICTIONLESS !!

N.B.: Gate features must be uniformed with the standards and laws in 
force. The door/gate can be automated only if it is in a good condition 
and its conditions comply with the EN 12604 norm.
-  The door/gate leaf does not have a pedestrian door. In the opposite 

case it is necessary to take the appropriate steps, in accordance with 
EN 12453 norm (for instance; by preventing the operation of the motor 
when the pedestrian door is opened, by installing a safety microswitch 
connected with the control panel).

-  Besides the electrical or mechanical limit switches available on the 
operators, there must be, on both ends of the installation, a fixed 
mechanical stopper which stop the gate in the unlikely event of ill 
functioning of limit swithces on the operators. For this reason the fixed 
mechanical stopper must be of an adeguate size to withstand the static 
and kinetic forces generated by the gate (12) (fig. 2).

-  Gate columns shall have anti-derailment  guides on their top (fig. 3), to 
avoid the unintentional gate release.  

N.B.: Remove mechanical stops like the one in fig. 3. 
No mechanical stops shall be on top of the gate, since these mechanical 
stops are not safe enough.

RELEASE 
To operated after the power supply to the motor has been 
interrupted.
In order to work manually on the gate, you just need to insert the fitting 
key and rotate it 3 times counterclockwise (fig. 4).
In order to carry out the manual operation of the gate leaf the followings 
must be checked:
- That the gate is endowed with appropriate handles;
-  That these appropriate handles are placed so to avoid safety risks for 

the operator; 
-  That the physical effort necessary to move the gate leaf should not 

be higher than 225 N, for doors/gates for private dwellings, and, 390N 
for doors/gates for commercial and industrial sites (values indicated in 
5.3.5 of the EN 12453 norm).
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MOTOR AND RACK FITTING
Operator K500 comes with a base plate for vertical adjustment.
Such adjustment proves to be useful to set a 1mm clearance between 
the drive gear and the rack.
The base plate is provided with three brackets that can be used to 
fasten the equipment to the floor. As an alternative, it is possible to 
obtain the special to type plate for type K500 (code ACG8108) to be 
secured directly to the floor.
In addition, it is possible to install the equipment K500 complete with 
base plate, directly over the installation plate, as suitable for operator 
K5 (code ACG8101).
The base plate for operator K500 features four holes for floor securing, 
through four expansion studs.
The rack shall be fitted over the motor support, at a certain distance 
from it.
Its height can be adjusted thanks to the holes In the rack. 
The height is adjusted to prevent the gate from resting on the driving 
gear of the K as it moves (Fig. 5, 6). 
To fix the rack on the gate, drill some Ø 5 mm holes and thread them 
using an M6 screw tap. 
The driving gear needs some 1 mm clearance from the rack.

LIMIT SWITCH FITTING
In order to determine the travel of the moving part, place two cams 
at the ends of the rack (Fig. 9). 
Move the cams on the rack teeth to adjust their opening and closing 
travel. 
To fix the cams to the rack, tighten the screws issued.
N.B: In addition to the electric stop cams mentioned above, you must 
also install strong mechanical stops preventing the gate from sliding out 
of the top guides.

MAINTENANCE
To be carried out exclusively by skilled persons after the power 
supply to the motor has been interrupted.
Periodically, when the gate is standstill, clean and keep the guide free 
from stones and dirt. 
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 ELECTRIC CONNECTIONS

K 2007 code BC07069  
K 2007 CRX code BC07068 

LED R=2K2

POWER SUPPLY
230Vac 50 Hz

K / PEDESTRIAN
KEY SELECTORS BLOCK
AND PUSH-BOTTON FLAT

PHOTOCELLS
FIT SLIM

MECHANICAL SAFETY STRIP

SPARK
230Vac 40W

OPEN

AERIAL

COMMON

COMMON

PEDESTRIAN

K

BUZZER

+

+

-

STRIP

PHOTOCELLS

CLOSE

24Vdc 0,4A ± 15%

24Vdc 0,4A ± 15%

+

-






POINT A - ELECTRIC CONNECTIONS 

DO NOT REMOVE ANY JUMPER!
OTHERWISE THE OPERATOR WILL NOT WORK!

Radio Antenna
Close limit-switch that cuts off the motor in closing
Open limit-switch that cuts off the motor in opening
Limit-switch common contact
Pedestrian opening contact (NO)

Main power supply 230 Vac 50/60 Hz (120V/60Hz upon request)

Connection of the earth line

Built-in radio module (model CRX), 
or connector for radio receiver RIB, 24Vdc supply

24Vdc safety strip self-test power supply
Accessories power supply +24Vdc
Accessories power supply -24Vdc
Common contact (common line for all the command and safety inputs) (+)
Single pulse contact (NO)
Photocells contact (NC)
Safety strip contact (NC)
Buzzer contact (24Vdc max 200 mA) (-)

Flashing light (max 40W )
Motor common connection
Motor phase and capacitor connections

Temperature sensor cable connection PROBE (Code ACG4665 optional)

Electronic regulator for low speed on approach

Electronic torque regulator 

J1

J2

J3

J4

J5

J6

J7

J8

R1

R2

AERIAL
LSC
LSO
COM
PED BUTT

L-N

EARTH

RADIO

A+ TEST
A+
A-
COM +
K BUTT.
PHOT.
EDGE
       

U - MOTOR 
V-W - MOTOR 

PROBE

  
TRIMMER TORQUE






















FAULT SOLUTION






ACCESSORIES - 

  For the connections and the technical data of the optional equipments follow the 
relevant handbooks.

433 code ACG6081 433 code ACG6082 
91 code ACG7025 91 code ACG7026

code ACG6093

MOON 433 - MOON 91 MOON CLONE

RADIO TRANSMITTER MOON

FIT SYNCRO

FIT SYNCRO PHOTOCELLS for the wall-installation    code ACG8026
The range you can set is 10-20 m, 30÷60 ft.
You can fit many couples close together thanks to the synchronising 
circuit.
Add the SYNCRO TRANSMITTER                              code ACG8028
for more than 2 photocells couples (up to 4). 
COUPLE OF BUILT-IN BOXES FOR THE FIT SYNCRO  
 code ACG8051

PLATE TO BE CEMENTED 

code ACG8108

NYLON RACK MODULE 4

with zinc plated angle Iron, In 1 m bars. Ideal for gates up to 1,000 kg 
/ 2,200 lbs weight.
  1 m / 3,28” code ACS9000
10 m / 32,8” (1 m/3,28” x 10) code ACS9001

PROBE

The probe detects the motor temperature to operate the heating system 
under low temperature conditions, up to -30°C (connect to connector 
J8).                    code ACG4665

RED - RADIO EDGE DEVICE
RADIO EDGE DEVICE allows to make a system made with edges fixed 
to the moving shutter without having to use cable sleeving systems.

It complies with EN13849-1:2007 Standard, if installed with an RIB 
Electronic Board it is a Class-2 Device.

RADIO TRANSMITTER

for mechanical and electrical strip.  code ACG6202

RADIO RECEIVER

with container. Suitable for up to 6 Radio Transmitters ACG6202. 
code ACG5501

TOUCH

MECHANICAL STRIP L = 2 m
CERTIFIED EN 13849-2 (2008) CATEGORY 3

code ACG3015








Wi-Fi  DEVICES

MASTER Wi-Fi

RECEIVER CARD TO MANAGE WIRELESS SYSTEM
with connector - 12÷30V ac/dc code ACG6094
with terminal block - 12÷30V ac/dc code ACG6099

NOVA Wi-Fi

PHOTOCELLS WITHOUT WIRES code ACG8037
PAIR OF COLUMS NOVA code ACG8039

TOUCH Wi-Fi

STRIP WITHOUT WIRES code ACG3016

SPARK Wi-Fi

BLINKER WITHOUT WIRES code ACG7064
LATERAL SUPPORT  code ACG7042

BLOCK Wi-Fi

KEY SELECTOR WITHOUT WIRES code ACG6098

Discover the only 
wireless automation devices 

at www.ribind.it.










Dichiariamo sotto la nostra responsabilità che l’operatore K500 è conforme alle seguenti norme e Direttive:
 L’opérateur K500 se conforme aux normes suivantes:

We declare under our responsibility that K500 operator is conform to the following standards:
Wir erklaeren das der K500 den folgenden EN-Normen entspricht:

Declaramos bajo nuestra responsabilidad que los operators K500 es conforme a la siguientes normas y disposiciones:

Inoltre permette un’installazione a Norme  - Permit, en plus, une installation selon les normes suivants
You can also install according to the following rules - Desweiteren genehmigt es eine Installation der folgenden Normen:

Además permite una instalación según las Normas:







Il presente prodotto non può funzionare in modo indipendente ed è destinato ad essere incorporato in un impianto costituito da ulteriori elementi. Rientra perciò nell’Art. 
6 paragrafo 2 della Direttiva 2006/42/CE (Macchine) e successive modifiche, per cui segnaliamo il divieto di messa in servizio prima che l’impianto sia stato dichiarato 
conforme alle disposizioni della Direttiva.

Le présent dispositif ne peut fonctionner de manière indépendante, étant prévu pour être intégré à une installation constituée d’autres éléments. Aussi rentre-t-il dans 
le champ d’application de l’art. 6, paragraphe 2 de la Directive machines 2006/42/CEE et de ses modifications successives. Sa mise en service est interdite avant que 
l’installation ait été déclarée conforme aux dispositions prévues par la Directive.

This product can not work alone and was designed to be fitted into a system made up of various other elements. Hence, it falls within Article 6, Paragraph 2 of the 
EC-Directive 2006/42 (Machines) and following modifications, to which respect we point out the ban on its putting into service before being found compliant with 
what is provided by the Directive.

Dieses Produkt kann nicht allein funktionieren und wurde konstruiert, um in einen von anderen Bestandteilen zusammengesetzten System eingebaut zu werden. Das 
Produkt fällt deswegen unter Artikel 6, Paragraph 2 der EWG-Richtlinie 2006/42 (Maschinen) und folgenden.



2006/42


Legal Representative

(Rasconi Antonio)

EN 55014-1 2000
EN 55014-2 1997
EN 60335-1 2008

EN 61000-3-2 2000
EN 61000-3-3 1995
EN 61000-6-1 2001

EN 61000-6-2 1999
EN 61000-6-3 2001
EN 61000-6-4 2001

2006/95/CE 2004/108/CE

EN 12453 2002 EN 12445 2002 EN 13241-1 2003

R.I.B. S.r.l.
25014 Castenedolo - Brescia - Italy

Via Matteotti, 162
Tel. ++39.030.2135811

Fax ++39.030.21358279 - 21358278
www.ribind.it - ribind@ribind.it

AZIENDA CON SISTEMA 
DI QUALITÀ CERTIFICATO 

DA DNV

COMPANY WITH QUALITY 
SYSTEM CERTIFIED

BY DNV
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